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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

I.1. Background  

In this competitive world, there is no limit into how each product in the 

market can grow. Fast-Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) is one group of 

products which have been competing fiercely in the advertising world. Therefore, 

each producers need to be creative in persuading their customers through their 

market startegies. Daily toiletries are one of FMCG examples, specifically hand 

and body lotion for women, which are competing very strongly with each other. 

Hand and body lotion brands such as Citra, Marina, Vaseline, Emeron, Nivea, and 

Viva are always finding new ways to attract new consumers while maintaining 

their loyal consumers as well. 

One of the ways to achieve this is through advertising, which is one of the 

elements in the marketing communication mix. Marketing communication mix is 

a function of marketing communication, which is used at a given time as part of 

the marketing activities (Duncan 2008). Advertising is paid persuasive 

communication that uses non-personal mass media, as well as other forms of 

interactive communication to reach a wide audience for connecting links with the 

target audience (Wells, Moriarty & Burnett 2006). 
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In formulating the most appropriate and effective advertising, most 

companies will often hire the services of a specialist company such as an 

advertising agency. There are many advertising agencies, both local and 

international, based in Indonesia. Among these are Lowe, Ogilvy & Mather, 

BBDO, Dentsu, JWT, Leo Burnett, Young & Rubicam, Fortune, Iris, Matari, 

Saatchi & Saatchi. Of the many advertising agencies in Jakarta, the author chose 

to do an internship at Lowe Indonesia as it is known to be one of the best 

advertising agencies in Indonesia. Lowe Indonesia, a branch from Lowe and 

Partner Worldwide, has been the largest and most awarded multinational agency 

in Indonesia, with over 25 years’ country experience. It is under the Interpublic 

Group, one of the big four global advertising holding companies together with 

Omnicom, Publicis, and WPP. Lowe Indonesia partners with leader brands like 

Unilever, Philip Morris-Sampoerna, Pizza Hut, Nestle, Indofood, and Indolakto, 

constructing powerful ideas that engage the public. The agency has a unique 

philosophy which is to deliver Populist Creativity. Their aim is to be able to 

change behavior online and off, inspiring people into action (Lowe Indonesia 

2013). This is why; Citra from Unilever has been one of Lowe Indonesia loyal 

clients who trusts the agency to handle tits integrated communication activities. 

Citra is a beauty brand with natural based ingredients and it has a strong 

Indonesian heritage, and it has been in Indonesia for more than 20 years. Citra 

started as a Hand & Body Lotion brand, which was first launched in Indonesia in 

1984, positioning itself as a natural beauty product learned from Javanese 

wisdom. Citra’s first variant is Mangir, in which, they capture on women’s belief 
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of traditional natural ingredients to achieve golden yellow smooth skin. In the past 

years, Citra has extended its brand to other segments such as Liquid Soap, Body 

Scrub, Face Cleanser and Face Moisturizer. With changing trends, they also have 

shifted their focus from women aspiring to have golden yellow skin, to 

accommodating Indonesian women’s aspiration to have a fair, white, evenly toned 

skin.  

The target consumers of Citra are 15-35 years old women who want to be 

modern without abandoning Indonesian social norms. They also believe in the do-

good property of natural based skincare products to take care of their skin. With 

that, Citra offers a wide range of Hand and Body Lotion based on natural 

ingredients such as: 

Table I.1 Product range and variant of Citra Hand and Body Lotion 2013. 

No. Type Variant 

1. SPF Citra Advance White 

2. Day with UV Citra Lasting White UV 

3. Day with UV Citra Pearly White UV 

4. Day with UV Citra Spotless White UV 

5. Day with UV Citra Nourished Radiance UV 

6. Day Citra Youthful Radiance 

7. Day Citra Lasting Glow 

8. Day Citra Fresh Radiance 

9. Night Citra Night Whitening 

Source: Rumah Cantik Citra website, 2013 

 

Even though Citra is the current hand and body lotion market leader in 

Indonesia with 37.5% share, which means one from every three woman in 

Indonesia are using Citra Hand and Body Lotion, Citra is still seeking ways to 

maximize their sales (Citra, Unilever Indonesia 2013). They aim to increase their 

consumers’ consumption level so that they will be able to maintain their position 
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at the top of the market as their consumers purchase and use more Citra Hand and 

Body Lotion.  

Recently, Johan Lie, the Brand Manager of Citra did a research and found 

that most Indonesian women have misguided perception towards body lotion 

application. The survey results shows that only 1 out of 8 of Indonesian women 

use hand and body lotion all over their body (Metro TV News, 2013). The 

majority of Indonesian women only applies hand and body lotion on their hands, 

lower legs, thighs, knees, and soles of the feet. Furthermore, Indonesian women 

only use lotion 1.6 times per day, whereas the recommended lotion usage is twice 

a day, once in the morning after bathing and once at night before bed. Dr. Sarah 

Hutapea, SpKK, explained that although the skin is protected by clothing and not 

exposed to sunlight, like the abdomen and back, they still need protection 

(Kompas.com, Female, 2013). She explained further that if the skin is not treated, 

it will slow down the process of skin regeneration thus making uneven skin tone, 

dry, and cracked skin. The use of body lotion on a regular basis will help to 

regenerate the skin evenly (Tempo.co, 2013). She suggested that it is important to 

apply moisturizer evenly all over the body after every bath, even the covered part 

of the skin, to boost skin regeneration and maintain skin health. 

To sum it up, Citra hope to change their consumer’s behavior of hand and 

body lotion usage regime with the main objective of increasing the consumer’s 

consumption of Citra hand and body lotion. This is done by inspiring Indonesian 

women to get through the natural beauty habits that could be done on a daily basis 

through the use of body lotion to the entire body so that, Indonesian women can 
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get the beautiful, fair, white, evenly toned skin as they had aspire to have. To 

achieve this, Citra Hand and Body Lotion have trusted Lowe Indonesia to create 

an integrated adverting strategy to influence and change Indonesian woman usage 

regime of Hand and Body Lotion through the edutainment approach.  

Citra TuWaGaPat has captured the author’s interest during her four 

months internship at Lowe Indonesia under the Account Management skin team. 

Even though there are other campaigns and the author was only involved in the 

middle of Citra TuWaGaPat campaign, this is the most appealing. The author is 

interested to study how Lowe Indonesia was able to come out with an effective 

integrated advertising activity to influence and change the Hand and Body Lotion 

usage regime of Indonesia women and, at the same time, increase the sales of an 

established top market brand, namely Citra Hand and Body Lotion.  

 

I.2. Purpose of the Internship 

The author’s purpose of carrying out the internship program in Lowe 

Indonesia is to understand the role and learn the activities carried out by an 

Account Executive of Lowe Indonesia in planning out and organizing the 

integrated marketing campaign related to Citra Hand and Body Lotion: 

TuWaGaPat Campaign through digital, built-in and on ground activation. The 

specific purposes that the author wants to achieve are as follows: 
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1) To know the function and communication process of the account executive 

Lowe Indonesia in planning and executing the engage phase of the Citra 

TuWaGaPat Campaign. 

2) Carry out competitive review of Citra Hand and Body Lotion competitor to 

know the competitor’s strategy and marketing activities, before determining 

the marketing communication activities used. 

3) To apply IMC concepts when determining which promotional mix used in 

answering the client’s needs base on the competitive review analysis and Citra 

Hand and Body Lotion’s advertising brief.  

4) To learn the execution process of the engage phase of Citra Hand and Body 

Lotion: TuWaGaPat Campaign which include the implementation of built-in, 

on ground activation and digital activities. 

 

I.3. Scope and Boundary 

During the internship, the author was placed specifically in the Skin Team 

Account of Lowe Indonesia for Unilever products only, as a Junior Account 

Executive. The author was under the direct supervision of the Senior Account 

Director and was responsible for helping the Account Manager, Senior Account 

Executive and Account Executive in carrying out their responsibilities. The 

Account division role mainly revolves around establishing and maintaining 

relationship between the agency and the clients, ensuring that the agency is able to 

deliver successfully what the client need in a very organized way. 
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 In detail, the Account Division has to be able to understand the brief from 

client and write contact report after each meeting to ensure the agency knows 

what the client is looking for and every agreement is in black and white. Then, 

Accounts have to do their research such as competitive review, market and 

consumers analysis before brainstorming and deciding on the most suitable 

marketing communication approach used. After that, Accounts will write the 

creative brief and explain as well as brainstorm further with the Creative division. 

When all the strategy and ideas are formed, Accounts have to make the strategic 

deck, which will be presented to the client. If the client agrees to the strategy 

proposed, Accounts must organize the campaign timeline and start to track the 

brand administrative payment journey. All process has to be followed closely by 

the Accounts to ensure everything is on track, on schedule, and no 

miscommunication between the client and agency. 

Activities undertaken by the author being a Junior Account Executive are 

none other than to focus in the implementation process of executing built in, on 

ground activation and digital activities for TuWaGaPat campaign for Citra Hand 

and Body Lotion in Jakarta, Indonesia. 

The project that was followed and executed by the author includes 

activities such as writing contact report and competitive review analysis. The 

author was also included in brainstorming, internal and external meeting, and 

helped out in oraginizing the campaign deck (communication platform) in power 

point format which would be checked by the Senior Account Director before 

presenting the finalized deck to the client, Citra Hand and Body Lotion. Besides 
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helping out in the TuWaGaPat Citra Hand and Body Lotion Carolina Campaign, 

author also helped to deal with other Citra’s projects as well as other clients such 

as Citra Hazeline Spotless White UV Glow Conviction Campaign, Citra Body 

Serum 3D Glow Campaign, Citra SPF Stargazer Campaign, Citra Facial Foam 

Launching Campaign, Fair & Lovely Hijabers Initiative Campaign, Fair & Lovely 

Thematic Campaign and Rinso initiative. 

 

1.4. Period and Location of Internship 

 The internship program in Skin Team Account of Lowe Indonesia was 

carried out for four months, starting from 17th of June 2013 and ended on 11th of 

October 2013. The author worked for around ten hours each day, 09.00 – 19.00 

WIB, from Monday to Friday. Work time is always flexible in accordance with 

the working conditions. 

Implementation of the internship was done in Lowe Indonesia office: 

                                 

Ground, 4th, 6th floor Victoria Building 

Jl Sultan Hasanuddin Kav 47 – 51 

Jakarta 12160 

Indonesia 

Tel: +62 21 29 279 279 




